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Settings used:
Accept: text/html, application/xhtml+xml;q=0.9, application/vnd.wap.xhtml+xml;q=0.6, */*;q=0.5
Accept-Language: en-gb
Referer: sending
Sleeping 1 second between requests to each server

 Link Checker
Check l inks and anchors in Web pages or ful l  Web sites

Enter the address (URL) of a document that you would like to check:

http://www.carpetcode.org/

More Options
 Summary only 
 Hide redirects:  all  for directories only 
 Don't send the Accept-Language header 
 Don't send the Referer header 
 Check linked documents recursively, recursion depth:  

 Save options in a cookie

Check

The W3C validators rely on community support for
hosting and development.

Donate and help us build better tools for a better web.

Processing http://www.carpetcode.org/
Go to
the
results.

For
reliable
link checking results, check HTML validity and CSS validity first.

Back to the link checker.

Status: Done. Document processed in 88.89 seconds.
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Checking link http://www.carpetcode.org/movies/bh2.gif
HEAD http://www.carpetcode.org/movies/bh2.gif  fetched in 0.12 seconds

Checking link http://validator.w3.org/check?uri=referer
HEAD http://validator.w3.org/check?uri=referer  fetched in 0.01 seconds

Checking link http://www.carpetcode.org/logoab8.png
HEAD http://www.carpetcode.org/logoab8.png  fetched in 1.12 seconds

Checking link http://www.nuclecu.unam.mx/~gravit/Gravit/
HEAD http://www.nuclecu.unam.mx/~gravit/Gravit/  fetched in 3.77 seconds

Processed in 88.89 seconds.

Results

List of broken links and other issues

There are issues with the URLs listed below. The table summarizes the issues and
suggested actions by HTTP response status code.

Code Occurrences What to do

(N/A) 5
The link was not checked due to robots exclusion rules. Check
the link manually, and see also the link checker documentation
on robots exclusion.

(N/A) 3 Accessing links with this URI scheme has been disabled in link
checker.

404 8
The link is broken. Double-check that you have not made any
typo, or mistake in copy-pasting. If the link points to a resource
that no longer exists, you may want to remove or fix the link.

 Line: 52 https://mailserv.aei.mpg.de/mailman/listinfo/visualization/

Status: 404 Not Found

The link is broken. Double-check that you have not made any typo, or mistake in copy-pasting. If the link
points to a resource that no longer exists, you may want to remove or fix the link.

 Line: 83 http://www.maths.soton.ac.uk/applied/relativity/

Status: 302 -> 404 Not Found

The link is broken. Double-check that you have not made any typo, or mistake in copy-pasting. If the link
points to a resource that no longer exists, you may want to remove or fix the link.

 Lines: 36, 218 http://cactuscode.org/community/mailinglists/
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Status: 404 Not Found

The link is broken. Double-check that you have not made any typo, or mistake in copy-pasting. If the link
points to a resource that no longer exists, you may want to remove or fix the link.

 Line: 190 http://www.carpetcode.org/doxygen/html/index.html

Status: 404 Not Found

The link is broken. Double-check that you have not made any typo, or mistake in copy-pasting. If the link
points to a resource that no longer exists, you may want to remove or fix the link.

 Line: 63 http://relativity.phys.lsu.edu/postdocs/matt/taka.php

Status: 404 Not Found

The link is broken. Double-check that you have not made any typo, or mistake in copy-pasting. If the link
points to a resource that no longer exists, you may want to remove or fix the link.

 Line: 377 http://www.aei.mpg.de/~tradke/

Status: 404 Not Found

The link is broken. Double-check that you have not made any typo, or mistake in copy-pasting. If the link
points to a resource that no longer exists, you may want to remove or fix the link.

 Line: 373 http://www.cactuscode.org/Visualization/ImportCarpetHDF5
redirected to
http://cactuscode.org/documentation/visualization//ImportCarpetHDF5

Status: 301 -> 404 Not Found

The link is broken. Double-check that you have not made any typo, or mistake in copy-pasting. If the link
points to a resource that no longer exists, you may want to remove or fix the link.

 Line: 85 http://numrel.aei.mpg.de/People/personal_webpages/baiotti.html

Status: 404 Not Found

The link is broken. Double-check that you have not made any typo, or mistake in copy-pasting. If the link
points to a resource that no longer exists, you may want to remove or fix the link.

 Line: 94 mailto:schnetter@carpetcode.org

Status: (N/A) Access to 'mailto' URIs has been disabled

Accessing links with this URI scheme has been disabled in link checker.
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 Line: 216 mailto:developers@cactuscode.org

Status: (N/A) Access to 'mailto' URIs has been disabled

Accessing links with this URI scheme has been disabled in link checker.

 Line: 417 mailto:schnetter@cct.lsu.edu

Status: (N/A) Access to 'mailto' URIs has been disabled

Accessing links with this URI scheme has been disabled in link checker.

 Line: 75 http://www.kisti.re.kr/english/

Status: (N/A) Forbidden by robots.txt

The link was not checked due to robots exclusion rules. Check the link manually.

 Line: 91 http://www.yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp/english/contents/labs/astro.html

Status: (N/A) Forbidden by robots.txt

The link was not checked due to robots exclusion rules. Check the link manually.

 Line: 407 http://validator.w3.org/check?uri=referer

Status: (N/A) Forbidden by robots.txt

The link was not checked due to robots exclusion rules. Check the link manually.

 Lines: 43, 236 http://trac.einsteintoolkit.org/ redirected to
https://trac.einsteintoolkit.org/

Status: 301 -> (N/A) Forbidden by robots.txt

The link was not checked due to robots exclusion rules. Check the link manually.

 Line: 168 http://www.gravity.psu.edu/numrel/people/sperhake_ulrich.html

Status: (N/A) Forbidden by robots.txt

The link was not checked due to robots exclusion rules. Check the link manually.

List of redirects

The links below are not broken, but the document does not use the exact URL, and the
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links were redirected. It may be a good idea to link to the final location, for the sake of
speed.

 Line: 369 http://www.cactuscode.org/Visualization/VisIt/ redirected to
http://cactuscode.org/documentation/visualization//VisIt/

Status: 301 -> 200 OK

This is a permanent redirect. The link should be updated.

 Lines: 371, 392 https://www.llnl.gov/visit/ redirected to
https://wci.llnl.gov/codes/visit/

Status: 301 -> 200 OK

This is a permanent redirect. The link should be updated.

 Line: 391 http://www.amiravis.com/ redirected to http://www.amira.com/

Status: 301 -> 200 OK

This is a permanent redirect. The link should be updated.

 Line: 87 http://research.physics.uiuc.edu/CTA/IRG/ redirected to
http://research.physics.illinois.edu/CTA/IRG/

Status: 301 -> 200 OK

This is a permanent redirect. The link should be updated.

 Lines: 84, 109 http://www.tat.physik.uni-tuebingen.de/ redirected to
http://www.uni-tuebingen.de/?id=5916

Status: 301 -> 200 OK

This is a permanent redirect. The link should be updated.

 Lines: 58, 100, 384 http://www.cactuscode.org/ redirected to
http://cactuscode.org/

Status: 301 -> 200 OK

This is a permanent redirect. The link should be updated.

Anchors
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Found 0 anchors.

Checked 1 document in 88.96 seconds.
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